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Abstract— Quality of Service support plays a major role
in the Next Generation Internet. QoS routing protocols
must cope with service differentiation to enhance this
support. This paper proposes a service aware QoS routing
protocol, the Multi-Service routing, which is an extension
to traditional intra-domain routing protocols. It propose s a
new path selection policy that guides higher priority traffic
through the shortest path and diverts lower priority traffic
through longer paths when service performance degradation
is foreseen. Simulations results shows that the proposed
routing performs better than existing QoS routing and link-
state protocols.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Quality of Service (QoS) plays a major role in the
Next Generation Internet (NGI), as new services and
applications arise based on multimedia traffic with special
requirements, demanding new service models and routing
approaches [1].

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) attempts
to solve Internet’s lack of QoS, by defining new services
models. The first model proposed - Integrated Service
(IntServ) [2] - provides strict QoS guarantees, but does not
scale well to large networks. The Differentiated Service
(DiffServ) [3] model solved this issue and is able to
assure QoS to aggregated traffic flows classified into
a restricted set of service classes. Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS) [4] is another solution, which assures
QoS support by means of traffic engineering capabilities
offered below the network layer. Concerning the QoS
all these technologies are expected to coexist on the
NGI. [5] [6] [7]. Nevertheless, Diffserv will play a central
role, as it offers a scalable network layer solution, being
then independent of any kind of access technology or
higher layer protocols.

To date, the Internet routing focuses on connectivity:
routing protocols, such as the Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) or the Routing Information Protocol (RIP), are
able to cope with the network impairments, but are unable
to fulfill the service requirements imposed by the new
kind of applications, being inadequate for the NGI. Traffic
between two end points is forwarded through the same
path, which is usually the shortest one, disregarding the
network conditions and the QoS requirements of the
associated flows. Thus, congestion arises in these paths
and service requirements can no longer be met, despite
the existence of alternative underutilised paths.

Several QoS aware routing protocols have been pro-
posed to solve these issues [8]. Should data and telecom-
munication networks converge around the NGI, the QoS
routing problems will become very difficult to solve. First
of all, this convergence leads to the existence of traffic
with diverse QoS constraints in the same network and,
according to [9], this may increase routing’s complexity,
as finding a feasible path with two independent constraints
is an NP complete problem. Second, as the network state
changes very often it may be difficult to gather up-to-date
state information, specially in large scale environments.
The use of outdated information by a routing protocol
may degrade the network performance. And finally, a
network where resources are shared among priority and
Best Effort (BE) traffic is difficult to manage. Although
performance guarantees can be assured in priority traffic,
by means of resource reservation, the throughput of
BE traffic will suffer, if the network capacity is under
optimised, by wasting paths that may be used at least by
BE traffic. Most of the QoS routing proposals are able to
deal with the network state’ information, but do not cope
with service differentiation.

This paper aims at defining and studying an extension
to intra-domain routing protocols, namedMulti-service
routing , which supports service differentiation. The pro-
posal is targeted at IPv6 networks and complaint to
MPLS traffic engineering mechanisms, being particularly
foreseen to the NGI.

Previous work of the authors comprises specific aspects
of the proposal: in [10] the architecture is described and,
in [11], the main focuses is the conceptual model and
the simulation results. This paper enhances the previous
work by providing a global overview of the architecture
comprising a functional and a conceptual model, which
is defined according to the main QoS routing phases.
Additional simulation results are also included.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents
several approaches for QoS routing; section 3 describes
the routing architecture; section 4 contains the simulation
results and, finally, section 5 presents the conclusions and
future work.

II. QOS ROUTING IN THE NGI

The QoS routing in the NGI supports the three main
tasks depicted in the framework illustrated in figure 1:
• State Maintenancewhich is responsible for gather-

ing state information and keeping it up-to-date.
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• Route Calculation where the set offeasible paths
is identified.

• Path Selectionthat defines the path selection strat-
egy that will be used to choose one path among the
set of feasible ones.

Fig. 1. QoS Routing Framework

There is a wide variety of proposals, characterised by
different ways of carriying out these tasks. The most
relevant issues to be considered have been also identified
in the framework and will be analysed in the following
sections.

A. State Maintenance

State Maintenance is supported by local measurements
that are performed at each node to evaluate its own state,
regarding a single or multiple performance indicator. It
can comprise link occupancy, residual bandwidth, delay
or the availability of other resources.

A Local State strategy is used whenever each node
only uses the information it gathers to compute the routes.
Nclakuditi etal [12] uses such approach by selecting the
path, that will be used to forward a flow, among a set of
candidate ones, based on local information. Despites its
simplicity, routing decisions are based on an inaccurate
view of the network, as remote network conditions are
not known.

The use of aGlobal State strategy can solve this
problem, as the local state information is disseminated
through the network and used to compute the routes.
As stated in [13], this kind of approach is particularly
adequate for real-time traffic. Although the network state
changes very often, routing updates should be bound
to reflect the longterm behaviour of the network. Thus,
instead of advertising instantaneous performance indica-
tors, quantified metrics must be used. A simple solution
was proposed within the ARPANet scope and consists
in calculating the average value of the performance indi-
cator [14]; alternatives are also used based on threshold
values and hysteresis mechanisms [15] that reduce routing
instability and limits the burden of traffic and processing
entailed by the routing protocol.

The complexity of this Global State strategy may be
compensated by the most accurate view of the network
state that can be achieved when compared to the per-
spective attained by the Local State strategy. However,
in large scale networks a less precise view of the net-
work is accomplished, as longer delays are expected to

disseminate and update the routing information. Lack of
scalability also arises when the number of metrics to
be advertised grows beyond a certain limit. A hybrid
strategy based onState Aggregationcan be used, where
nodes are organised hierarchically into clusters; inside
a cluster detailed state information is transferred, while
among clusters only aggregated information circulates.
Private-Network-Network-Interface (PNNI) [16] routing
uses such approach, by defining a flexible hierarchical
network that can grow up to 104 levels. Scalability
gains leads to less optimal paths and complex routing
mechanisms.

B. Route Calculation

Route calculation can be performed using two main
techniques: source routing and distributed algorithms.

In theSource Routingapproach each node has a global
view of the network and routes are calculated at the source
using this information, and piggybacked into every data
packet. The entailed overhead precludes its use in large
scale networks or under heavy load conditions [17].

The Distributed Routing attempts to solve this prob-
lem by delegating to each node the task of calculating
a part of the path toward the destination. Link-state or
distance vectors algorithms can be used. Their use in large
networks may introduce a significant overhead, leading
to the existence of hierarchical solutions, like the one
presented earlier for PNNI or even OSPF.

One of the most important problems in route calcula-
tion for QoS routing protocols is related to the fact that
routes can no longer be defined based on the number
of hops. For instance, if the metric is bandwidth, the
best route is the one that maximises bandwidth over the
bottleneck link, while if the metric is delay, the best
route is the one that minimises it; finally, if both metrics
are considered, one needs to maximise bandwidth while
reducing delay. In most of the cases the problem can be
solved by using modified versions of Dijkstra’s [18] or
Bellman-Ford algorithms [19].

Another issue that must be considered is the number
of paths that are calculated between each pair of source
and destination nodes. If asingle path is used, routing
oscillations arise, as long as multi-hop selection is used.
This instability problem can be avoided by using load
balancing techniques, which can be applied ifmultiple
paths are calculated. In [20] it is proposed an algorithm
that provides multiple paths of unequal costs to the same
destination.

C. Path Selection

Today the Internet uses the datagram service model,
where paths are selected in ahop-by-hop way, using the
network’s destination address information contained in the
packet; most of the existing routing schemes are based on
this principle. According to [21], this kind of approach is
not adequate for a network like the NGI, which must be
tailored to support services and not just carrying traffic.
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Claiming that BE traffic must be routed differently than
priority one, new hop-by-hop routing proposals that sup-
port service differentiation have recently arised [22] [23].
Nevertheless, as long as the same routing tasks are
performed at both edge and core network elements, a
significant burden of information processing is spread
across the network. In the NGI, complexity must rely
on the edge of the network, in order to allow a faster
processing at the core, which means that alternative path
selection approaches might be more adequate.

As soon as service differentiation becomes an issue,
the notion of flow is fundamental to provide QoS support
and it might be used to facilitate the cooperation among
routing and resource allocation policies, as a virtual
service model can be envisaged [24]. By usingFlow
Level routing traffic may be easily routed according to its
class of service. In [25], Nahrstedt and Chen propose a
combination of routing and scheduling algorithms where
priority traffic is deviated from paths congested by BE
traffic. Another proposal was made in [26], where QoS
traffic uses less congested paths. However, both of them
use source routing paradigm, which is not adequate for
NGI, as stated before. IETF has proposed a QoS routing
framework [27] that performs the flow level path selec-
tion; under this proposal every incoming flow is admitted
into the network, only if there are enough available
resources; otherwise it is blocked. Despite the accuracy
that can be achieved with this type of approach, it is very
complex and may not scale well, if individual flows are
considered.

Scalability may be achieved if instead of using individ-
ual the Flow Level routing, anAggregated Flow Level
strategy is used to perform path selection. This strategy
is complaint with IPv6 standard that provides a Flow
Label field in the IP packet header, and may be supported
over MPLS networks. Moreover, more complex routing
decisions can be rely on the edge of the network and
only when traffic flows initiate their activity.

III. M ULTI -SERVICE ROUTING

In this section the main characteristics of theMulti-
Service routing are described.

A. Main Goals and Policies

The Multi-Service routing architecture was designed
having in mind the following goals:

• Contribution to service fulfilment , which implies
that routing decisions must take into account the
network conditions and the established Service Level
Agreements (SLAs), meaning that incoming flows
should have the agreed performance and must not
interfere with the performance of priority flows,
already established.

• Scalable solution, which means that the mechanism
that supports QoS routing should not introduce a
significant overhead in the routers, considering both
processing time and routing table’s size.

• Optimization of resource usage, implying that the
network must be able to accomodate as much traffic
as possible, without penalizing priority traffic.

• Compatibility with existing intra-domain routing
protocols, meaning that the new routing proposal
must introduce a restricted set of changes on the tra-
ditional routing protocols, as they are already widely
deployed and known by the Network Operators.

B. Architecture Overview

To achieve these goals the Multi-Service routing im-
plements the three tasks that were defined to classify the
QoS routing protocols, using the architecture depicted in
the figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Multi-Service routing architecture

The Multi-Service routing proposal extends traditional
distributed intra-domain routing protocols, by triggering
routing table update cycles, whenever service fulfilment
may not be accomplished due to the existing network con-
ditions. The evaluation of these conditions is carried out
by a set of Local Monitors, situated at each node, and by
a distributed Global Monitor. Smooth variant quantified
metrics, hysteresis mechanisms and threshold values were
used to trigger such updates, using a global network state
maintenance strategy. To assure compatibility with exist-
ing intra-domain routing protocols, standard mechanisms
and messages are used in this updating process.

At each time, each router may have two different
routing tables: thestandard table, describing the set of
shortest paths to the destination, and thealternative table,
describing a set of longer paths to the destination. The
selection between these tables must be made according
to the following principles:

• The standard table must be used to route all types
of traffic when the network is less loaded, in order
to minimize the network resource usage.

• The alternative table must be used to route low
priority traffic when the network load increases and
the level of service of priority traffic may deteriorates
if non-priority traffic will keep sharing priority traffic
path.
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Instead of using an hop-by-hop approach, an aggre-
gated flow level strategy is used, enabling a scalable and
efficient solution. Aggregated traffic flows are defined
at the edge of the network and stored, in every node,
at the Flow Cache Table. Complexity relies on the net-
work’s edge, as flow identification and maintenance are
performed only at the edge routers. Unless re-routing is
needed, routing decisions are taken only once, when a new
flow is detected; subsequent packets are routed based on
their associated aggregated flow service class.

C. Network State Maintenance

The Multi-Service routing was conceived to meet the
service levels, without using very complex monitoring
strategies. To achieve an accurate view of the network,
global state information is gathered through the monitors
depicted in figure 2.

In the our architecture, local information is collected
by a Local Monitor , situated at each node. To achieve
simplicity, a single parameter is used to evaluate the
node neighbourhood state: the occcupancy of the queues
associated with the routers egress interfaces. The infor-
mation gathered may be used to define the local load
trend. Therefore, increasing load conditions can be earlier
detected and local congestion situations that arise when
the queue occupancy increases very fast can be avoided.

Intra-domain end-to-end performance information is
gathered by a service level evaluation component, named
Global Monitor . It is basically used to monitor if the per-
formance objectives defined for priority traffic are being
accomplished. Most of the times, the relevant indicators
are delay and losses, as they are very important for the
performance of real-time traffic. Both of them can be
evaluated at the edge of the network by using information
retrieved from the Real Time Control Protocol, which is
usually used to carry such type of traffic. If priority traffic
has different service requirements, other kind of global
indicators must be considered.

By combining both Local and Global information it
will be possible to evaluate any kind of SLA in a more
accurate way.

Complexity is avoided by using sampling techniques
to retrieve the measurements and by restriting the al-
ternative routing table’s update cycle to the occurrence
of significant traffic variations. The samples are used to
compute anIndicator , using an exponentially weighed
moving average (EWMA) technique. Threshold values
are defined and, in order to avoid nasty traffic balance
oscillations effects, a hysteresis mechanisms is also con-
sidered. Whenever a threshold is reached, a quantified
Service Metric is modified and the alternative routing
table update procedure is triggered.

Three major threshold values were used, as illustrated
in figure 3:

• Deflection Threshold - it acts like a type of pre-
congestion alert; when it is reached, all previous
traffic flows keep their paths, while the new incoming

lower priority traffic flows are routed according to the
new alternative routing table’s paths that will surely
not include this pre-congestioned region.

• Critical Threshold - it causes the re-routing of all
low priority traffic flows that are currently crossing
the critical region. To avoid routing loops, a sig-
nalling procedure notifies the the border routers who
send traffic to this region, and they trigger the appro-
priate re-routing actions. Border routers determine
new paths to those flows by deleting related old ones.

• Standard Threshold - when it is reached, it means
that a steady light traffic load condition persists and
the corresponding paths will be available, again, to
the new low priority traffic flows.

Fig. 3. State maintenance

Considering two adjacent nodesi and j and a link
l(i,j) connecting them, a number of samplesN , a weight
α and the measured output link occupancyL′(i,j); the
estimated output link occupancy indicatorL(i,j) regarding
the connection of nodei toward nodej, at the sampling
time ti is given by:

L(i,j)(ti) = α∗

∑t=ti−1

t=t(i−1)−N
L(i,j)(t)

N
+(1−α)∗L′(i,j)(ti−1)

(1)
When M(i,j)(t) represents the value of the service

metric between node i and j at sampling time t;Tk

represents thekth threshold;Hk the associated hysteresis
value andMk the corresponding metric. At a sampling
time ti > t link l(i,j) changes its service metric, as long
one of the two following conditions apply:

Li,j(t) < Tk ∧ Li,j(ti) ≥ Tk ⇒ M(i,j)(ti) = Mk (2)

Li,j(t) ≥ Tk ∧ Li,j(ti) < Tk − Hk ⇒ M(i,j)(ti) = M0 (3)

A similar procedure can be used to calculate and
represent the global monitor indicators and their impact
on the service metric.

D. Route Calculation

Multi-Service routing is an extension of traditional
intra-domain routing protocols, being able to use a link-
state or a distance vector approach. Routing information
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is distributed to all routers in the domain. If a Link-
State routing strategy (OSPF) is used, two independent
instances of the routing protocol are executed at each
node. One of them periodically transfers Link State Ad-
vertisements (LSAs), which carry the administrative met-
ric, and updates the standard routing table, accordingly;
the other one uses LSAs to disseminate service metric
and updates the alternative routing table. In order to have
multiple paths per destination, a modified version of the
Dijkstra algorithm is used in each routing instance. If a
Distance Vector routing protocol (RIP) is used, the same
type of structure is employed: two independent instances
of the protocol are used, one uses the administrative
metric and computes the standard path, while the other
uses the service metric and computes the alternative path.
Multiple paths per destination for each service class leads
to the utilisation of a modified version of Bellman-Ford
algorithm.

Administrative information is periodically transferred
to assure consistency of routing information, but also
when a topological change occurs. Regarding QoS in-
formation, the network state may change very often,
leading to frequent changes in service metrics. To avoid a
burden of routing traffic due to such situations and routing
instabilities, QoS routing information is transferred peri-
odically or when there is a change on a service metric
that occurs after a stability period since the last change.
Thus, very frequent changes are only advertised if they
persist after that period of time.

Moreover, and due to the existence of different per-
formance indicators that are used to update the service
metric, a contradictory metric value may be calculated by
a local and a global monitor. For instance, considering
the case where a local monitor, situated at the edge of
the network, detects a queue at a critical occupancy value
and decides that the service metric associated with that
link must changes to the critical value. On other hand,
a global monitor only detects a small increase in the
number of losses experienced by the flows that uses that
queue and decides to increase the same service metric
to its deflection value. To avoid such kind of conflicts,
during a stability period, a conservative approach is used,
being selected the service metric that corresponds to the
most critical situation that was identified. In the example
described, the critical service metric was selected.

Figure 4 represents some situations that may arise in
this scenario. In the begining, the network is unloaded and
service metric M0 is periodically advertised. At time Tc,
traffic starts to increase, at the local monitor, the service
metric reaches the deflection value and an event-driven
cycle of the alternative table occurs at the end of the
stability period. At time instants Td, the local monitor
reports a critical service metric and within the same
stability period, at time Te, the global monitor reports a
deflection service metric. At the end of the stability period
only the critical metric is adverstised. Its value will be
used for subsequent periodical updates, if no other event
driven updates are registered.

Fig. 4. Triggering conditions of the alternative routing table update
cycle

Considering linkl(i,j) and the existence of modifica-
tions on its service metricM(i,j) that occur in several
instants of time, instantti, instantti+δ and instantti+δ1 ;
considering also a stability period ofT ; such modification
will only generate an alternative routing table update
event,Ev(i,j,(M,t), if one of the following condition is
verified:

• Single advertisement of the service metric

M(i,j)(ti + δ) 6= M(i,j)(ti) ∧ δ ≥ T
⇒ Disseminate(Evi,j,(M(i,j) (ti+δ),(ti+δ+T ))

• Multiple advertisements of the service metric

M(i,j)(ti + δ) 6= M(i,j)(ti) ∧ δ ≥ T∧
M(i,j)(ti + δ1) 6= M(i,j)(ti) ∧ δ1 ≥ T ∧ ‖δ1 − δ| ≤ T
⇒ Disseminate(Evi,j(Max(M(i,j) (ti+δ),(M(i,j)(ti+δ1)),(ti+δ+T ))

E. Path Selection

The Multi-Service routing path selection strategy is
based on a Aggregated Flow Level strategy, being com-
pletely different from the traditional intra-domain hop-by-
hop method.

At the edge of the network, each incoming new flow is
classified into anAggregated Service Class, according
to its service class, age and ingress and egress nodes.

The first packet of each flow that arrives at each node
uses the appropriate routing table (standard or alternative)
to select the next hop toward the destination. The selection
between these tables must be made according to the
following set of routing policy rules:

• Routing rule 1: Priority traffic - priority traffic
should be routed through a standard (shortest) path,
as this one has a higher probability of assuring the
required service level.

• Routing rule 2: Non priority traffic over an
unloaded network - if the network is less loaded,
the remaining traffic may share the same path, as
it will not interfere with the performance of higher
priority traffic.

• Routing rule 3: Non priority traffic over a loaded
network - as the network load increases, alternative
paths will be found, which will be used by incoming
lower priority aggregate flows, in order to meet the
level of service of the already active flows and to
utilize the unused network resources.
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• Routing rule 4: Non priority traffic over a local
congestioned network- in case severe local con-
gestion takes place, existing lower priority aggregate
flows may need to be re-routed to the alternative
path.

Considering a packet,pkt(i,t), arriving at nodei at
instantt; the aggregated service classesag sc(z), where
z represents a specific class,np any non-priority class and
any a class among the existing ones; the DiffServ service
classessc(p), wherep represents the priority of the class
(Prio or BE); the network state’s conditions, from node’s
i perspective,ns(i,s), wheres represents the network state
(low (L), medium (M ), heavy (H), global congestion
(C) or not global congestion (NC) load conditions); the
standard routing table,std rt and the alternative routing
table,alt rt; the selected next hophop(z,x), wherex is
the node’s selected egress interface (s via the standard
path,a via the alternative one andnp the path associated
to a given non priority classnp); and also the flow cache
tablefl cache, the routing policy rules can be defined as
follows:

• Routing rule 1: Priority traffic

ifpkt(i,t) /∈ ag sc(any) ∧ pkt(i,t) ∈ sc(P rio) ⇒
new(ag sc(z), pkt(i,t))← z1;
hop(z1,xs) ← select(std rt(i,t), pkt(i,t));
new(fl cache(z,x,t))← hop(z1,xs)

• Routing rule 2: Non-priority traffic over an unloaded networ k

ifpkt(i,t) /∈ ag sc(any) ∧ pkt(i,t) ∈ sc(BE) ∧ ns(i,L) ⇒
new(ag sc(z), pkt(i,t))← z2;
hop(z2,xs) ← select(std rt(i,t), pkt(i,t));
new(fl cache(z,x,t))← hop(z2, xs)

• Routing rule 3: Non-priority traffic over a loaded network

ifpkt(i,t) /∈ ag sc(any) ∧ pkt(i,t) ∈ sc(BE) ∧ ns(i,M) ⇒
new(ag sc(z), pkt(i,t))← z3;
hop(z3,xa) ← select(alt rt(i,t), pkt(i,t));
new(fl cache(z,x,t))← hop(z3, xa)

• Routing rule 4: Non-priority traffic over a heavy loaded network
region
ifpkt(i,t) ∈ ag sc(z np) ∧ ns(i,H) ⇒
modify(ag sc(z np), pkt(i,t))← z4;
hop(z4,xa) ← select(alt rt(i,t), pkt(i,t));
modify(fl cache(z, x, t))← hop(z4, xa);

Due to the existence of different performance indi-
cators, conflict among routing policies may arise when
contradictory routing rules are identified by the local
monitors and/or by the global monitor. To solve this
problem, a priority is assigned to each routing rule and
when different rules are selected for the same aggregate
flow, only the most priority one is executed.

Subsequent packets of the same flow are associated
with it at the edge of the network. Their forwarding will
be based on the flow identifier they carry and on the corre-
spondent routing information, which have been previously
stored at a Flow Cache Table, when the first incoming
packet of that flow has been routed. The following set of
fowarding policy rules are applied:

• Forwarding Rule 1: Priority traffic - packets
belonging to a priority aggregate flow are always
forwarded through the path which has been previ-

ously associated to it when the first packet of this
flow entered the network.

• Forwarding Rule 2: Non priority traffic over an
non congestioned network- should the network
be uncongestioned and packets belonging to a non
priority aggregate flow are forwarded through the
path which has been previously associated to it. This
path may change during the flow lifetime, if the
routing rule 4 is applied to it.

• Forwarding Rule 3: Non priority traffic over a
global congestioned network- in case of severe
global congestion, packets belonging to lower prior-
ity aggregate flows may be dropped at the ingress of
the Multi-Service domain, in order to guarantee the
level of service of priority traffic.

These forwarding rules determining packets handling
can be defined as follows:

• Forwarding rule 1: Priority traffic
if(pkt(i,t) ∈ ag sc(z1))⇒
hop(z,x) ← fl cache(z1,xs,−);
forward(xs, pkt(i,t))

• Forwarding Rule 2: Non priority traffic over an non congestioned
network
if(pkt(i,t) ∈ ag sc(z np) ∧ ns(i,NC))⇒
hop(z,x) ← fl cache(z np,x np,−);
forward(x np, pkt(i,t))

• Forwarding Rule 3: Non priority traffic over a global congestioned
network
if(pkt(i,t) ∈ ag sc(z np) ∧ ns(i,C))⇒
drop(pkt(i,t))

In figure 5 the situations that may arise in a non-
congestioned network are represented. If the network is
unloaded both priority and non-priority traffic share the
shortest path and routing rules 1 and 2 are applied to
select the routes, while forwarding operation uses rule 1.
When the network load starts to increase, incoming lower
priority traffic is diverted to the alternative path, being
routing rule 3 used to select its path and forwarding rule
2 used to expedited subsequent packets.

j
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k

Priority  
Flow

j

p

i

k

Unloaded network Loaded network

Active 
Non-Priority Flow

Incoming 
Non-Priority Flow

Fig. 5. Path selection strategy: unloaded network

Should the network become congestioned and one of
the two situations depicted in figure 6 arise. In case of
local congestion all priority flows must be re-routed to
a longer path, and routing rule 4 and fowarding rule 2
are applied. To finalize, when a global congestion occurs
non-priority traffic must be dropped at the edge of the
network and forwarding rule 3 is used for this kind of
traffic.
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Fig. 6. Path selection strategy: local congestioned network

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES

A. Simulation Scenario

The proposed routing architecture has been tested
through simulations, using the Network Simulator (NS),
version 2.27, which has been enhanced with additional
capabilities, needed to support this new proposal. Simu-
lations with different network load conditions were per-
formed, using the network scenario described in figure 7
and in table I.

Fig. 7. Network Topology

TABLE I

TRAFFIC CHARACTERISATION

Class Prio (single) Prio (aggregate) Non-prio
Number 1 42 [0..18]

CoS EF EF BE
Traffic CBR CBR CBR

Src 1 4 5
Dst 20 20 20

Rate [Kb/s] 24 24 500
Size[B] 40 40 1500

Total BW [Kb/s] 24 1000 [0..9000]

B. Parameterisation of Threshold Values

A set of simulations were carried out to configure the
thresholds of the Multi-Service routing protocol, in order
to adjust the performance of the Multi-Service routing
protocol.

In the first set of simulations the Multi-Service routing
supports only the critical threshold, which means that
when it is reached the entire set of non-priority flows are
deviated from the shortest path. This kind of situations
should happen only when the network is heavy loaded
and thus the threshold values tested are high (80% and
90% of the link occupancy). The threshold that offers
the best performance is the one that reduces the losses
and delay. As stated in figure 8 and 9, although similar
results are achieved by both threshold values, fixing the
critical threshold at 80% removes the transitory spikes that
happened before the path transition occurs and decreases
the number of losses in non-priority traffic, which means
that a more efficient network utilisation is achieved.
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Fig. 9. Critical Threshold parameterisation: evaluation of losses

Should the critical threshold be fixed at 80%, the
deflection one may be tuned. Three different values were
tested (20%, 50% and 70%) and the results are shown
on figure 10 and 11. If the deflection threshold is
adjusted to 20% of the link capacity, incoming non-
priority flows starts to be diverted too soon and longer
delays are achieved for both priority and non-priority
traffic. On the other hand, if the 70% value was selected
BE losses will be more significant than those achieved
when the deflection threshold is defined at 20%, because
the modification of the paths happens too late, when the
smaller capacity link (15-12) is already heavy loaded. At
50% of link capacity, both priority and non-priority traffic
have a good performance, as delay is kept small and no
losses occur in BE traffic.
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Fig. 11. Deflection Threshold parameterisation: evaluation of losses

C. Performance evaluation of Multi-Service routing

The performance of Multi-Service routing (MS-R) was
compared to the performance offered by both the tradi-
tional link-state (LS-R) and the QoS routing (QoS-R).
The results shown in table II and III illustrates the
performance of those algorithms under different network
load conditions, for both priority and non-priority traffic.

TABLE II

PRIORITY TRAFFIC: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Type of routing MS-R QoS-R LS-R
Link load 1 Mb/s
Delay[ms] 11.91 11.91 11.91
Losses[%] 0 0 0

Throughput[Mb/s] 0.99 0.99 0.99
Link load 5 Mb/s
Delay[ms] 11.95 15.41 10807
Losses[%] 0 0 80.16

Throughput[Mb/s] 0.96 0.96 0.18
Link load 9 Mb/s
Delay[ms] 11.98 19.9 25813.4
Losses[%] 0 0 95.60

Throughput[Mb/s] 0.91 0.91 0.04

Figures 12 and 13 represents the delay and throughput
achieved by the routing protocols, under different network
load conditions.

According to the results depicted in the tables and
figures, for both types of traffic, the Multi-Service routing
is the one that presents smaller delays; throughput and
losses are similar to those achieved by QoS routing, which
are much better than the ones achieved by traditional link-

TABLE III

NON-PRIORITY TRAFFIC: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Type of routing MS-R QoS-R LS-R
Link load 1 Mb/s
Delay[ms] - - -
Losses[%] - - -

Throughput[Mb/s] - - -
Link load 5 Mb/s
Delay[ms] 28.71 29.06 10807
Losses[%] 0 0 80.16

Throughput[Mb/s] 3.92 3.42 1.78
Link load 9 Mb/s
Delay[ms] 31.96 30.25 25895.3
Losses[%] 0 0 76.34

Throughput[Mb/s] 8.60 8.60 1.93
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Fig. 13. Throughput evaluation of priority traffic under different
network load conditions

state routing.
A more accurate view of the different behaviour of the

Multi-Service and the QoS routing protocols is depicted
in figure 14 and 15.

As can be stated, the Multi-Service routing also
presents a more stable longterm behaviour, as no signifi-
cant traffic spikes occurs. At time instant 3, the deflection
threshold is crossed because the output link of node 15
towards node 12 reaches 50% of its capacity; non-priority
traffic presents a slightly better performance than the one
it has presented before, as new incoming non-priority
flows are diverted through a longer path. As new priority
traffic are still being applied to the network after that time
instant, the link occupancy (15-12) stays near 80%, but
only at time instant 19, it crosses the critical threshold. At
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this time, all the non-priority traffic is diverted to a longer
path and so the link occupancy and the delay of priority
traffic sharply decreases. If QoS routing is used, when the
threshold is crossed every incoming new flow (priority or
non-priority) is transmitted through a longer path. Thus,
link occupancy is kept near 80% and the delay of priority
traffic increases approximately 80%.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Existing QoS routing protocols are not able to deal effi-
ciently with service differentiation. The proposed routing
protocol provides this kind of support. To perform this,
several extensions which provide a solution compatible
with traditional routing protocols, with scalability char-
acteristics, have been proposed. Simulation results have
shown that priority traffic will achieve better performance
and non-priority traffic will suffer less losses. Future work
comprises testing the Multi-Service routing in more com-
plex networks; study of other metrics and the integration
into an IPv6/MPLS trial platform.
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